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NEIGHBOURHOOD VISION 
The majority of University Town development will 
be concentrated in the north of the campus. The 
establishment of signature buildings and an expanded 
health presence along the growing Plenty Road corridor 
will create a dynamic and memorable gateway.

The Town Centre Neighbourhood will include a mix 
of University Town uses with a strategic ambition 
for higher density mixed use development along the 
campus’ highly valued frontages.

The precinct will accommodate a diverse range of 
housing, both for the University and broader community. 
Ground level uses along major movement spines will 
seek to invest these connecting networks with a high 
level of vitality, safety, security and distinctiveness.

The primary pedestrian entries of abutting development 
will be directed to these interfaces, while vehicle 
access points will typically be via secondary networks 
and signalised entries to the site.

The Town Centre Neighbourhood will provide 
strong links into the Core Campus and surrounding 
neighbourhoods, helping to bridge the gap between 
the traditionally isolated core and the growing town 
centre to the north. Higher density built form in the 
precinct will provide active interfaces to public realm 
and pedestrian networks and will seamlessly integrate 
with renewed landscape spaces and water corridors.

Though taller than traditional campus scale this 
development will be configured to ensure primary 
connecting streets continue to enjoy access to sunlight 
year-round.

KEY ATTRIBUTES & SUPPORTIVE ELEMENTS
• Approximately 35.7 hectares (15% of the campus).

• Exposure to the fast growing Plenty Road corridor.

• Large portions of undeveloped land.

• Proximity to public transport and Polaris Town Centre 
uses.

• An established health services presence that could 
be further expanded in a mannner that would 
complement teaching, learning and research goals for 
the University and the needs of Melbourne’s north.

• A state and local government strategic ambition 
for higher density residential and mixed use 
development and employment along the Plenty 
Road corridor.

• Proximity to the La Trobe Wildlife Sanctuary and 
Bundoora Park open space network.

• The existence of established roads, such as  Main 
Drive, La Trobe Avenue and Plenty Road, provide 
ready opportunities for development to occur in the 
short-term.

BARRIERS TO CHANGE
• The Agriculture and Zoology Reserves are not 

considered to be the highest and best use for this 
valuable area of the campus and require a viable 
alternate location.

• The Agriculture and Zoology Reserves restrict access 
to much of the neighbourhood.

• There are poor pedestrian connections to the Core 
Campus and surrounding neighbourhood uses.

• Pedestrian access to the Polaris Town Centre and the 
Kingsbury Centre is not direct and presents safety 
issues, especially at night.

• Intersections throughout the neighbourhood have 
traditionally been engineered to facilitate private 
vehicle movement, rather than pedestrian or cyclist 
movement.

• The La Trobe Private Hospital is currently disengaged 
and disconnected from the rest of the campus.

EXISTING CONDITIONS & VISION
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MASTER PLAN TACTICS
• The development of academic, entertainment, 

residential and mixed uses in a northerly direction to 
intersect with the existing Polaris Town Centre. Blur 
the edges between the Core Campus and the Town 
Centre by growing academic building stock to the 
north, distributed amongst mix use developments.

• Provide higher density development and a stronger 
University Town presence along Plenty Road.

• An extension of commercial activity along Plenty 
Road in partnership with the private sector. This 
development will be of a higher density to the Core 
Campus offer and will include mixed housing options.

• Provide a more diverse retail and services offering 
than would be viable within the Core Campus. This 
may include facilities that might provide a dual 
University and community function (e.g. cinemas 
that can be timetabled as lecture theatres during 
University teaching times).

• Explore the opportunity for partnership residential 
and/or research uses, ensuring a strong connection 
with the emerging Polaris Town Centre (west) and 
the Core Campus (south).

• Accommodate a large residential population within 
the neighbourhood, providing a wide range of 
housing typologies to support a diverse residential 
community.

• Decommission the section of Ring Road North 
between the access to Car Park 8 and the 
intersection of Science Drive to alleviate ‘rat running’ 
through the north of the campus by non-University 
traffic.

• Ensure that development in proximity to the Eco-
corridor and Wildlife Sanctuary respects this 
sensitive interface.

• Develop a significant signature building on the 
Plenty Road frontage site, north of the Cemetery. 
Potential uses include hotel and conference facilities 
and arts and cultural facilities. A minimum 30 metre 
buffer to the Cemetery should be observed by new 
development.

KEY DEVELOPMENTS
LA TROBE WALK
Create a new Plenty Road gateway to the campus 
that provides:

• A visible entry to the University Town with a 
clear vista to the Core Campus.

• A pedestrian and bicycle spine that provides a 
clear and secure connection between Plenty 
Road (and the tram stop) to the Core Campus.

• An integrated landscape and water sensitive 
urban design treatment that connects into 
the Eco-corridor. Ensure that this approach 
promotes the University’s brand and campus 
qualities to a wider audience.

• A pedestrian-priority space, exhibiting a high 
level of exposure to both the health precinct and 
core-University and gateway buildings.

• An enhanced interface between the public 
realm and the (expanded) health precinct on 
Plenty Road, through the relocation of the 
current bus interchange to a location more 
central within the Core Campus.

SCIENCE DRIVE
Extend Science Drive to provide a direct ‘main 
street’ connection to Main Drive and the Polaris 
Town Centre development to the north. This 
spine will accommodate both public transport 
(bus services initially and tram services in the 
longer term) and private vehicles in a slow speed 
environment.

HEALTH & MEDICAL PRECINCT
Develop an expanded health and medical precinct 
on the Plenty Road frontage, north of Kingsbury 
Drive. The development of this hub should align 
with the University Town ambition and will:

• Provide integrated teaching and learning facilities.

• Ensure that essential services, access and back-
of-house activities are located within the interior 
of the development site.

• Ensure that the University is able to control 
development to the immediate north and east.
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NEIGHBOURHOOD LANDSCAPE PLAN

LANDSCAPE CONTEXT
The Town Centre neighbourhood is currently host to the 
Zoology and Agriculture reserves. The edges of the site 
have significant native vegetation, screening the area 
from Main Drive. The land gradually falls to the south 
and is expansive, with a centrally located drainage line 
running north-south. This area presents significant land 
development opportunities, especially along the Plenty 
Road frontage.

0 10 20 50 250m

Existing built form

Urban plazas and pathways

Passive recreation areas

Proposed garden bed

Science Drive connection

Proposed built form

Water bodies
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LANDSCAPE VISION 
The redevelopment of the Town Centre neighbourhood 
allows for the creation of an exemplar University Town 
environment. It has the opportunity to display best 
practice for integrated building and public realm design. 

The Town Centre will provide a range of open space 
opportunities, including College courtyards spaces, 
recreational reserves, Civic boulevards, and Urban 
courtyards. These spaces will facilitate a range of 
uses, stimulating movement and activity within the 
neighbourhood. 

The boulevards and connector links shall be well 
vegetated using a combination of exotic and local 
species. These will provide a high level of amenity and 
be activated on the edges. Links will prioritise pedestrian 
and cyclist movement, decreasing the reliance on motor 
vehicles.  Green-links will directly connect into the Core 
Campus and adjacent public amenities. 
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GREEN LINKING CORRIDORS
The creation of well connected green-links through the site will prioritise pedestrian 
and cyclist movement, and decrease the reliance on motor vehicles for short trips. 

The links will be well vegetated, using a combination of local species. This will create 
a dappled, shaded environment, providing shelter for users from the sun and wind. 

The ground plane and surface amenities will be of a high quality and durable. There 
will be seating and lighting provided, and streets will be activated on the edges 
with retail and other uses.   

SCIENCE DRIVE EXTENSION
The redevelopment of Science Drive will enable a north-south connection through 
the University Town. Facilitating public transport, safe pedestrian and cycling 
passage, this link will be a key component of the University Town’s development.  

Science Drive will be a green civic spine, with strong rows of avenue planting that 
provide visual connection through the University Town as well as dappled light and 
shade to create a desirable amenity. 

As a pedestrian priority space, Science Drive will have high quality paving, materials 
and finishes, and incorporate seating and garden beds along its edges. 

PLENTY ROAD CONNECTION
Connecting into the Science Drive extension, will be a green civic access corridor 
providing pedestrians who alight at Plenty Road by tram with a direct link into the 
Town Centre and Core Campus.  

The connection will be a pedestrian priority space, with high quality paving, 
materials and finishes, and incorporated seating. The space will include a core 
movement spine, with formal landscapes interfacing with adjacent built form.  
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DEVELOPMENT CONTROLS
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BUILT FORM
HEIGHT
• Development on Plenty Road will be of a higher 

density with heights of 7-10 levels. This aligns with 
the state and local strategic ambition for the Plenty 
Road corridor.

• Central built form will range between 4-6 stories 
aligning with the scale of the existing Core Campus.

• At sensitive interfaces, such as the Eco-corridor, heritage 
buildings and La Trobe Wildlife Sanctuary, built form 
height will be reduced to 1-3 levels.

• Buildings will be designed to ensure street level 
environments provide a high level of amenity for 
extended sitting and passive activities (climatic 
comfort).

ALIGNMENT & SETBACK
• Development must address the street in this 

neighbourhood to encourage active engagement. 

• Strict alignment along the Primary and Secondary 
Pedestrian Networks will provide a strong built form 
edge.

• Built form will maintain the alignment and rhythm set 
by existing buildings within the Core Campus.

VIEW CORRIDORS
• New development will protect the view line along 

the main pedestrian gateway to the campus, La 
Trobe Walk from Plenty Road into the Core Campus. 

• A view corridor along Science Drive from north 
to south will be maintained, ensuring visual 
connectivity for the length of the road.

• New development will allow for long view corridors 
along all primary pedestrian paths.

• Secondary pedestrian paths will maintain strong 
sight lines, which most commonly run east-west.

• Built form addressing Plenty Road and Kingsbury 
Drive will consider high value sight lines to and from 
the corridors to visible facades. 

ACTIVATED FRONTAGES
• Activation of facades will be prioritised along the 

Primary Pedestrian Network. 

• Ground floor/street level permeability will be 
encouraged in new development to ensure 
activation of all street frontages in the Town Centre.

ENTRANCE
• Primary entries to buildings should address the 

Primary Pedestrian Network, specifically Science 
Drive and La Trobe Walk. Secondary entries will be 
highly visible and located on main pedestrian routes 
through the campus.

• Primary entries will be co-located and align with 
other adjacent building entries. Consider how the 
location of interior vertical circulation and collective 
study, lounge and recreation areas can be located 
to enrich the engagement of buildings with the 
adjoining pedestrian network and shared spaces.

• Ensure service entries to buildings are appropriately 
placed away and hidden from activated edges.

INTERFACES
• North: new commercial development will connect 

to the existing Polaris Town Centre. A generous 
set back will be provided to Main Drive, creating 
an environmental buffer to the street. To the 
north of Main Drive respect for the amenity of the 
surrounding residential population is necessary.

• South: the interface with the Eco-corridor will be 
integrated into courtyard spaces of new residential 
buildings, blurring the boundaries between the Town 
Centre and Core Campus neighbourhoods.

• East: development will respect the La Trobe Wildlife 
Sanctuary boundary.

• West: built form will be built up to the edge of the 
street creating an address on Plenty Road for the 
University and its partners.
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Name Programme Levels GFA (sqm) Notes
TC1 Super Market 1 4,200 Iconic
TC2 Housing 8 36,616 Iconic
TC3 Retail 1 5,338 Iconic with academic satellite 

learning hub
TC4 Housing 8 19,416 Iconic
TC5 Academic 6 9,924 Iconic

TC6 Academic 6 9,972
TC7 Hospital 10 106,560 Iconic
TC8 Hospital 2 11,164 Iconic
TC9 Hospital 10 50,600 Iconic
TC10 Academic 5 19,385 Iconic with teaching and research 

component
TC11 Commercial 5 16,440
TC12 Commercial 5 10,915
TC13 Commercial 5 16,110

TC14 Academic 5 15,685
TC15 Academic 5 18,395
TC16 Academic 5 19,230
TC17 Academic 5 7,085
TC18 Academic 5 6,810
TC19 Academic 5 11,550
TC20 Café 1 283 Iconic Marker
TC21 Housing 4 11,588
TC22 Housing 4 7,980
TC23 Housing 4 8,960
TC24 Housing 4 8,780
TC25 Housing 4 8,956
TC26 Housing 4 8,964
TC27 Housing 3 4,962
TC28 Housing 3 5,454
TC29 Academic 3 7,374
TC30 Community 1 283
TC31 Housing 3 5,589
TC32 Housing 3 4,743
TC33 Housing 3 4,119
TC34 Housing 3 2,034
TC35 Housing 3 4,782
TC36 Housing 3 4,857
TC37 Housing 3 5,769
TC38 Visitors Centre 1 1,088
TC39 Housing 3 2,154
TC40 Housing 3 3,003
TC41 Commercial (lower) 2 8,614 Iconic
TC41 Hotel (upper) 8 21,832 Iconic
TC42 Commercial (lower) 2 4,472
TC42 Commercial (upper) 4 16,380
TC-D Residential Parcels 3 12,231 Approx. 210 apartments (mix: 

50% share of 1 and 2 bedroom 
dwellings).

Total 558,415

NEW DEVELOPMENT
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NEIGHBOURHOOD VISUALISATION

Plenty Road.

Pedestrian path with 
lighting and furniture.

New entrance and 
internal access. Ensure integration with the 

campus circulation network 
through clearly articulated 

and well connected internal 
circulation.

Incorporate retail 
opportunities to 
activate the building.

New teaching hospital  
development in partnership 

with La Trobe University.

Integrate opportunities 
for flexible learning 

environments into town 
centre developments.

Create an iconic, 
University branded 
frontage to Plenty 

Road.

Integrate sustainability 
features where appropriate 
e.g. sunshading and natural 

ventilation.
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Reduce scale of development 
along Science Drive to ensure 
high quality pedestrian amenity 
is provided with solar access 
(consider wind impacts also).

Building articulation to 
create an engaging facade.

Balconies to provide passive 
surveillance.

Ground floor retail 
activation with street side 

seating opportunities.

Provide a clear zone for 
pedestrian and cyclist circulation.

A high quality, secure public 
realm with appropriate lighting 
and furniture to be provided.

Include opportunities 
for vegetation and 
water sensitive urban 
design.

Vehicle and public transport 
corridor clearly articulated with 

regular crossing points.

Setback of upper levels 
to ensure solar amenity 

for adjacent southern 
public space.

Multi purpose academic 
spaces ensuring activation at 
ground level, creating human 

scale spaces.

0 5m 10m
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